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Look at Me 21

Alida Catella

Silvio De Ponte

ESPECIFICACIONES

CÓDIGO PRODUCTO: 1450010A

CARACTERíSTICAS

DIMENSIONES

FUENTES DE LUZ INCLUIDAS

IP20 Regulable:

LUMINARIA

Potencia (W): 20W—

Flujo Luminoso (lm): 478lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 90%—

Efficacy: 95.58lm/W—

CRI: 90—

Dimmable Typology: Push—

Look at Me is a family of suspensions that starting from two

different geometries of the diffuser follows the light needs of

the space in which it is inserted, with single, cluster, or track-

mounted suspensions.

They are essential elements, yet perfectly designed to

guarantee maximum efficiency and luminous comfort thanks

to two lenses placed at the two ends of the diffuser.

The light emitted by the LED source is perfectly controlled

inside the cone, the beam of light drawn by the primary lens

falls exactly on the surface of the lower lens, that opens the

emission.

Light is therefore not diffused through the black cone but it is

precisely cut so to intercept the stepped profile and animate

its dark volume with lines of light.

The diffusers can also be combined on a suspended track

with a cylindrical section, available in three lengths. This

offers the opportunity to design landscapes of light by

distributing the luminous elements in the space, in order to

manage the illumination.

Multiple tracks can be electrically connected without

predefined geometries. The junction is in fact only a

connection passage (electricity and data) and not a

mechanical joint. This opens up to great freedom and

flexibility, for a system which from a single point of electrical

connection brings light into space for many meters.

Código del artículo: 1450010A—

Color: Transparent black—

Instalación: Suspensión—

Serie: Design Collection—

Entorno de uso: Interior—

diseño: Alida Catella, Silvio De Ponte—

Altura: cm 68—

Diámetro: cm 21—

Diámetro base: cm 13.6—

Altura máxima del techo: cm 170—

Categoría: Led—

Numero: 1—

Potencia (W): 18W—

Flujo Luminoso (lm): 2022lm—

Temperatura de Color (K): 3000K—

CRI: 90—


